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Book Descriptions:

Curt Q20 Manual

I need to know how to determine the mounting location for the brackets and rails. This will be the
location of the rear most edge of the rear rail. This measurement will get you started and from there
you will need to follow the installation instructions that come with the hitch. The custom fit
installation kit is a little quicker and easier to install compared to the semicustom kit. I am including
links to the installation instructions on both of the install kits. It will show you the measurements
and locations of where to install the base rails in the truck bed. Name Example John S. Name field
cannot be left empty. Contact Email Please enter a valid email address. Submit Thank you! Your
comment has been submitted successfully. Error submitting comment. Please try again momentarily.
Nonbinding slider ensures proper clearance during slow turns. Rails and universal installation kit
sold separately. Call 8002988924 to order Curt fifth wheel hitch part number C16536 or order
online at etrailer.com. Free expert support on all Curt products. Fifth Wheel Hitch reviews from real
customers. Nonbinding slider ensures proper clearance during slow turns. Rails and universal
installation kit sold separately. ThreePoint Indicator System Get peace of mind with Curts
colorcoded lock indicator. Just look at the indicator either the one on the handle or the one on the
hitch itself to determine whether the jaw is in the correct position to uncouple red, couple yellow or
tow green. 360Degree Pivot Curts unique spherical axial bearing provides a durable pivot point that
allows easy, 360degree movement of the hitch head. This ball joint is designed for smooth, quiet
operation with less clunking and chucking. When you are towing a fifthwheel trailer, your hitch must
be situated on the cab side of your trucks rear
axle.http://www.asv-solnice.cz/_files/boss-rc-2-manual.xml

curt q20 manual, curt q20 instructions, curt q20 owners manual, curt q20 5th wheel
hitch manual, curt q20 manual, curt q20 manual, curt a20 manual, curt q20 manual,
curt q20 owners manual.
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However, at slow speeds you can use a roller to slide the fifthwheel hitch and the trailer toward your
trucks tailgate and past the rear axle, creating enough space between the cab of your truck and the
trailer to permit lessrestricted turning. NonBinding Design The roundtube design of this slider
allows for relatively uninhibited movement of your fifthwheel hitch. Because your hitch can glide
smoothly and easily along the rods, there is less chance of binding. With straight, flat contact points,
as found with squaretube sliders, tension can build between the slider and the hitch when your truck
and trailer are somewhat out of line or are on uneven ground. As a result, it can be difficult to
properly activate the slider when your truck and trailer are not in a straight line. With a roundtube
slider, there is more give between the contacting surfaces, allowing better mobility of the hitch
system. Fewer corners means less tension buildup. Activating a roundtube slider is easier, and
operation as a whole is smoother. 16536 Curt Q20 FifthWheel Trailer Hitch with R20 Roller 16530
Curt Q20 FifthWheel Trailer Hitch Head Unit 16550 Curt R20 FifthWheel Roller 20,000 lbs
Installation Details Rails and universal installation kit sold separately. The Q20 head box was totally
destroyed. The manufacture packaging was not made to ship individually using small package
carrier such as UPS. Upon inspection I discovered that the bolts and washers were missing. I
contacted Bill at Etrailer and told him. He explained that the replacements would have to come from
the manufacturer and would take several days. I told him that I already scheduled an install and
really needed those bolts and washers. He was able to round some up for me and shipped them out
next day and they arrived on Monday just as promised. I also spoke with Bill about not being able to
remove the head unit for the hitch. It needed to be removed to be able to install it on the
slider.http://xn--2-7sbddqrtdw3be6jua.xn--p1ai/userfiles/boss-rc-2-pedal-manual.xml
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It seemed to be stuck and I could not budge it. I assumed that it may have been damaged in
shipping, especially after receiving it in a demolished box. He explained to me that since it was new
its tolerances were tight and I might try taking a pry bar to it. Well that did not make me feel real
good. He was totally correct. Just a little more effort with a pry bar moved it just enough for the
bushing to squeak loose and the head came right out. I am disappointed in the jaws on this unit.
They look like they were forged by a 3rd grader. Not smooth and somewhat pitted. They are not
machined jaws for sure. Had it all installed using the new Reese rail brackets for the 2017 F250.
Everything went smooth. An added plus is the quiet ride when not connect to trailer. Can’t even
notice the hitch is back there. My other hitch rattled and clanked all the time and was so annoying. I
just hooked my 38ft 5th wheel for the first time. It was smoother and easier than any other hitch I
have ever used. I bought the sider unit which is recommended by all for the short bed. However I
cannot use the slider as the king pin box slides too close to the tall tail gate. The new 2017 F250 is
taller and the bed is deeper so I needed a hitch that would go up to 19 inches. I will update after a
my first run with trailer later this month. Everyone at Etrailer was outstanding. 5 Star. I will keep
using them in the future.All went well with no hitch, play on words, that is what I purchased. Sandy
was helpful beyond belief and answered all my questions. Some speak of the damaged boxes when
these Curt Hitches arrive. Mine too were damaged but the product was unscathed. Shipping the 100
lbs products I didnt expect the boxes to last. ETrailer did a great job stuffing the shipping boxes all
was well. I would recommend ETrailer just on how professional the employees are. I will being
purchasing other items again. Thanks again Sandy!

I have hooked and unhooked several times at our permanent campground lot and have not had any
problem with the jaws locking or releasing. We have not taken the 5th wheel camper down the road
for any distance, so I cannot comment on hitch rattle or ride. The only issue I have had and it is
negligible. It was hard for me to insert and remove the rail pins to remove the hitch from the truck
because the rear pins are under the hitch frame. and yes I mounted the rails perfectly square. If
youre not going to remove the hitch often than its a non issue. The rubber dampeners just make the
pins tight. I would recommend this hitch for sure just cant give it an excellent if we havent taken it
down the road for a distance.I make sure to keep the hitch lubricated properly. It is definitely
quieter and less jerky. I would give the hitch a 5 star as I have not had a problem with this
hitch.Ordered on Sunday evening and received hitch, mounting kit, and wiring package on Friday!!!!
5 boxes in delivery and all were received at the same time, great job.Better than my old reese.
Hookup is easy and positve. Will say it does take all evening to install and measurements are
extremly important to a good installation. Measured and checked square several times prior to any
drilling and the mounting brackets are perfect. Thanks again for the fast, complete, and quality



shipment. The only comment regarding shipment is that the hitch box had some damage when
received and 5th wheel had a couple of same scratches, no big deal!!! The shipping box is not very
durable based on product weight!I do recommend you have help lifting it into your truck bed. The
fully assembled item is heavy. I am very satisfied with the item.I keep coming back because of there
customer service. Just picked up new hubs and wheel and tire assemblies for my double ski
trailer.Again great service and free shipping. Hally and Lindy were both very friendly and went
above and beyond.

http://schlammatlas.de/en/node/16631

That kind of customer service is rare in todays market.Thanks again.Very well built and looks good
too!I got the forklift and a coworker and we picked the destroyed boxes and parts up and put them
up in the back of my truck. The entire hitch package weights around 280 lbs, be sure to have help to
move and install it.We have around 7,200 miles towing with it so far and its just starting to get
broken in. Great product, very strong but heavyMy 2 complaints are the handle sits a little high
preventing a hard bed cover to slide over it. Secondly, it is very picky when trying to unhook. Almost
need two people, one to try to release the handle and trailer height while the other moves the truck
back and forth to get it to pop loose. I have read of other users with this issue. I havent needed to
use the slider due to getting a long bed after I purchased this. Not sure if I can remove the slider
and have the hitch mount to the floor mount without additional parts. I would consider buying again
but would shop around for one that will accommodate the use of the bed cover.The RV WILL break
your back window if you forget.Very rugged but easy to use. I would recommend this for any fifth
wheel owner.I love how easy it Id to use. It is very rugged and well built.Purchased bed rail system
for my 5th wheel hitch for two trucks, airbags and electrical. Shipped fast and they were great to
work with. I chose etrailer for their reputation. Outstanding.Pins dont fit to mount hitch to ram 2500
factory holes in bed. Hitch kinda clunky without rubber shims.It is significantly heavier so getting in
and out of the truck bed is a little more work.I remove it every fall and that’s a two person job.
Etrailer was prompt and offered a good price.Ive had some issues with getting the hitch to lock
down and release but keeping the thing greased seems to be the key to consistent
performance.Thank you etrailer.We pulled our fifth wheel from Illinois to Arizona and back.

http://mervemobilya.com/images/D16Y8-Manual-Intake-Manifold.pdf
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Up and down mountains and through a couple of snow storms and wind. The hitch performed as
expected and was much quieter than our previous one. Also it absorbed the back and forth I call it
porpoising effect very well. I also had to slide the hitch several times and was able to do this fairly
easy. Just be careful on your accelerator and go slow while holding brake controller. The only issues
I had were disconnecting and pulling out the Maneuver Handle. It is hard to tell when the trailer is
loose from the hitch plate. When lowering jacks to disconnect, it is difficult to see any clearances.
When I needed to slide the hitch there were times that pulling the handle to release the slide was
difficult. You have to keep in mind that not having any pressure on the mechanics of the hitch will
help tremendously and also keep it lubricated. I like the hitch and am going to keep using it. Its my
opinion that the more you use a product the easier it gets to operate. CURT did a good job on this
hitch.This new base will replace your old base and fit directly into the puck system view full answer.
With short bed vehicles, the clearance between the cab of the truck and your 5th wheel trailer can
be an issue if you are trying to make 90degree plus turns. Most people find using the slider hitch
reinsures them that they can make these turns without having any contact between the cab of your
vehicle and the trailer. With this in mind, I researched. This is an excellent sliding hitch that features
a 2Jaw locking system for 360degree jawtokingpin contact and a nice, 3point indicator system that
will tell you with color codes if the hitch is ready to uncouple, couple or tow.The sliding base isnt
needed for a long bed, so it is a little heavier to install but will have no other issues. This swap out
will make a 93 lb difference as well as give you a more solid hitch because there wont be as many
moving parts.

https://oooifc.com/images/D16Z6-Manual-Ecu.pdf
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Curt recommends applying a thin layer of grease of the rails that the roller rides against before each
trip, and running the hitch fore and aft several times before locking it back in place. At the
beginning of each trip, examine the grease on the rails and if its become dirty. If the rails arent
square then the hitch would not easily slide. If it does slide just fine then squareness would not be
the issue. We have one of these set up in our show room so I went to see how it functioned. Pulling
the handle out does take a bit of force but nothing that should give you a hernia. Also, the Q20
features the 360degree movement with the spherical axial bearing to improve the pivoting of the
hitch head. This feature however, is why the Q20 is not compatible with a Sidewinder or Revolution
pin box which the A20 is.I included a picture showing the locations for you.Black graphite grease.
Since the Q20 has a spherical axial bearing that allows it to move 360 degrees; not just side to side.
This makes it easier to attach to your trailer and allows for a smooth ride. Even though the A20 has
great comfort as well, the Q20 has an edge. Please note that the Q20 is not compatible with a
Revolution.The Curt Q20 you purchased has a warranty, but we know that it doesnt cover normal
wear and tear. We try to connect the. Based on the specs of your gorgeous Voltage 3305 5th wheel
either 5th wheel unit would be a great choice for your setup. I have personally put together both of
these hitches and it was a tough decision, but if it were me, I would go with the Curt Q20 because it
would be easier to break down and remove from the vehicle when it wasnt needed. The bar that
connects the two slider legs can be removed and then each leg. You can use the grease fitting that is
centered in the cast base plate to grease the lower bearing. You might also have a spring or some
other internal component that is about to fail. Lubricate before each individual use and every 1,000
miles thereafter.

Black graphite grease is recommended for the jaw, pins and the lower bearing assembly jaw.
Highpressure wheel bearing grease is preferred for the skid plate. NOTE In severe cold
temperatures a lighter grease, such as white lithium, may be substituted for.If the trailer king pin
ever rested on top of the jaws or it was locked and the king pin ran into them it could have damaged
something and now it is behaving in this manner. Or if this is a new problem it could just be that the
hitch needs to be lubricated. Follow the maintenance instructions for the areas that require
lubrication. You do not want to just use any grease because some greases are not. This is an 18,000
lb hitch that features 14 inches of front to back travel. I have attached a product review video for
this hitch. I have included a video review of this 5th Wheel Hitch for you to check out. This shipping
weight will appear on each individual hitch page, below the price field. The 360degree pivot is why
its not compatible with a pivoting pin box such a sidewinder or revolution. It is not possible to lock
out the head so there would be two pivot points in the towing setup which would not work. The A20
has a gross towing weight capacity of 20,000 pounds. Installing the rails yourself should not be an
issue, especially when using the custom mounting brackets. I have attached an installation video for
these rails on a.With the small area in the bed of the truck, it does not allow enough room to operate
the handle of a slider fifth wheel hitch, and if a stationary hitch is installed, clearance is an issue.
The type trailer you are towing is a big factor as well. If it is an older style trailer with the front
corners at 90 degrees, they pose a. If you are having trouble getting your trailer level when hooking
up, you may also be able to adjust the height setting of the pin box on the trailer. Otherwise, there
are lower profile options available for a sliding fifthwheel hitch that you can look.

https://www.budgetskemaet.dk/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162891
91660969---canon-a460-manual.pdf

This kits visible rails have the carbide finish to match your Curt Q20 fifth wheel hitch. We usually
recommend sticking with the same manufacturer rail kit as hitch that you plan on using. The reason
for this is that the manufacturers test their fifth wheel hitches on their rails. Since this is a custom
fit kit it cuts the installation time in half compared with a universal system. I have attached a link to
an installation. The two largest differences is the limited warranty on the Q20 is 10 years while the
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A20 is a 10 year warranty for the roller and a limited lifetime warranty for the hitch. Also, the Q20
features the 360degree movement with the spherical axial bearing to improve the pivoting of the
hitch head. This feature however, is why the Q20 is not compatible with a Sidewinder or Revolution
pin box which the A20 is. Both. view full answer. Do you have a question about this Fifth Wheel
Hitch Our Lowest Price Pledge ensures you will never overpay for the parts you need. Real product
knowhow. We make sure that the products we sell are what we say they are, and that they work the
way they are supposed to work. Get real advice from a real person who has the knowledge and
expertise needed to solve your problem. Most detailed, accurate fifth wheel hitch information
available. Because we take providing accurate product information seriously, we take our own
detailed product photos, demo videos and installation videos, as well as verify measurements,
instructions, and vehicle fit information. Installations, made easy. We love helping people and have
the most highlytrained customer service, handson experience, step by step videos and installation
instructions. Fast shipping. Your order is automatically routed to get out of our warehouse and to
your door as quickly as possible. Personalized service for life. We provide oneonone, personalized
service from the ordering process through the life of your product. Trusted since 1946.

Weve been serving customers since our parts store first opened in 1946 and continue to be
recognized by our customers, our vendors and third parties for exceptional service. Returns Policy
Need to return an item No problem. Please read our Returns Policy for more information. We take
the quality of our information seriously so that you can get the right part the first time. Let us know
if anything is missing or if you have any questions. Quick shipment for an item that wasnt even in
stock. It features a gross trailer weight capacity of 20,000 lbs.Also like the Q24, the Q20 5th wheel
has a superior hitch head, pivoting on a spherical axial bearing. This ensures smooth, quiet towing
and allows unimpeded head movement and a wide turning radius for your trailer. The selfaligning
head and duallocking jaws make coupling easier, and with the threeposition coupling mechanism,
indicating when it safe to couple and when it is safe to tow, you can be out of the driveway and on
your way quicker than ever. The Q20 comes with a durable carbide powder coat finish to give this
hitch the best possible defense against corrosion, scratching, UV damage and whatever else you
throw its way. It is tested in accordance with SAE J2638 for safety and is also backed by a limited
lifetime warranty to give you peace of mind. This 20K 5th wheel hitch comes with a set of standard
5th wheel legs that are ready to mount into your truck bed with a pair 5th wheel rails and brackets
base rails and brackets sold separately. Please contact CURT Product Support for compatibility
information. The quality of the components and the ease of operation should make the employees
proud to work there. When I first installed it, there was one manufacturing issue that the guys at
Curt promptly resolved. Id do business with Curt anytime. The pivoting head is wonderful. Ive had
this hitch for about two years now and have no issues.

I live full time in a Mobile Suites 5th wheel and pull other peoples 5th wheels for extra money. Our
blog that has a product review on this hitch is stuckonsimple.com It is twice the rating I needed.
With all that weight behind me, I like the extra weight rating. I also much prefered the swivel
arrangement rather than a 2 axis system. The full ring purchase is supposed to have less ratteling.
Then add the cushion the swivel is mounted in for less vibration, and I was sold and paid the extra
money.At first had problems with it not wanting to latch completely. I thought being new was the
problem and after several tries it would finally latch. We left on a trip around the country and got
about 5 days away and it still wouldnt latch correctly. We were a 1000 miles into our trip and I
talked with Curt on the problem. Told them I was on a trip around the USA and couldnt be stranded
somewhere and they asked where I was at and they told me to go to one of there sales centers and
they changed the head out. Since then have had absolutely no problems with it. We have put over
10,000 miles on it with not one problem. Excellent hitch. Never did figure out what was wrong with
the first one, but Curt stood behind there product all the way. Would deffinately buy there products
again. We offer the extraquiet Q20 5th wheel hitch or the patented A20 5th wheel hitch with a



selfresetting handle and onepin head removal. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again
later.It features a patented, spherical axial bearing that allows the head to easily tilt in any direction
neededIt conveniently shows if the 5th wheel hitch is coupled, uncoupled or ready to towThe handle
is also lockable for maximum security on the roadIt tested to SAE J2638 specificationsIn order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading.

Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible, double tap to read
brief content. Please try your search again later.It features a gross trailer weight capacity of 20,000
lbs.Also like the Q24, the Q20 5th wheel has a superior hitch head, pivoting on a spherical axial
bearing. This ensures smooth, quiet towing and allows unimpeded head movement and a wide
turning radius for your trailer. The selfaligning head and duallocking jaws make coupling easier, and
with the threeposition coupling mechanism, indicating when it safe to couple and when it is safe to
tow, you can be out of the driveway and on your way quicker than ever. The Q20 comes with a
durable carbide powder coat finish to give this hitch the best possible defense against corrosion,
scratching, UV damage and whatever else you throw its way. It is tested in accordance with SAE
J2638 for safety and is also backed by a limited lifetime warranty to give you peace of mind. This
20K 5th wheel hitch comes with a set of standard 5th wheel legs that are ready to mount into your
truck bed with a pair 5th wheel rails and brackets base rails and brackets sold separately. Please
contact CURT Product Support for compatibility information.Each 5th wheel hitch is built with
around a spherical axial bearing that allows the hitch head to tilt in any direction necessary for a
smooth ride.For shortbed trucks, extra clearance may be needed when making tight turns. A 5th
wheel roller will allow the hitch to roll backward, providing enough clearance between the trailer
overhang and the truck cab.If your truck has a long bed with the puck system, select a CURT 5th
wheel hitch with the appropriate OEM puck system legs. If your truck has a short bed with the puck
system, select a CURT 5th wheel hitch with the appropriate OEM puck system roller or roller
adapter.

The traditional method for installing base rails is to use vehiclespecific underbed brackets. First,
select the custom underbed brackets that fit your specific make and model, as well as a set of
industrystandard base rails. Next, if you have a longbed truck, select a 5th wheel hitch with legs. If
you have a shortbed truck, select a 5th wheel hitch with a roller. Remember to always abide by the
weight capacity of the lowestrated towing component.Using the CURT Double Lock EZr or Double
Lock gooseneck and X5 adapter plate allows you to have a removable set of industrystandard 5th
wheel base rails. First, select the Double Lock EZr gooseneck hitch kit that fits your specific make
and model. Next, select the corresponding X5 adapter plate. Finally, if you have a longbed truck,
select a 5th wheel hitch with legs. If you have a shortbed truck, select a 5th wheel hitch with a
roller.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought
the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Matthew 5.0 out of 5 stars I installed the custom installation kit into an 2001 F350 dually with this
hitch being the one to tow my 5th wheel trailer. After installation into the truck we went on a 1300
mile trip with no issues during the towing. For those that order this hitch.to keep cost down, the box
that this ships in is for a one time use only box. The hitch itself is one heavy sombitch so dont be
expecting it with a pretty pink bow on top unless you live right next to the CURT manufacturing
plant. All of my hardware that came with the kit was inside the box. The box had a few shipping
holes in it and one of the siderails had some shipping rash that was easily cleaned up.

I think the one thing I appreciate about is the way they have failsafe design features and indicators
that help you know that your trailer is properly hitched. I have read online of multiple instances



where the trailer is not properly hitched, the person pulls forward and the front of the 5er falls into
the bed causing a lot of damage to the truck. The hitch is also simple to use, but I would say one
should always think twice about what they are doing to make sure they are hitching and unhitching
the vehicle properly. Good, solid, quality product. No regrets.Extremely well built and operates
flawlessly. That said I did have a problem using on my first trip. Called the company and they
immediately sent a replacement. Apparently an issue with some grease tracks. Anyway, the
replacement has worked super with absolutely no issues. This is a strong and quiet hitch. Unless you
need the room in your bed or want to remove weight from your truck, there is no reason to remove
when not using. Absolutely no noise from the unit while using or not. Comes apart into two pieces in
minutes which makes it easier to handle. Still some heavy parts, but manageable. Best Ive found on
the market. Great Amazon price.But its a good unit.Item showed up in a standard thin brown box
ripped to shreds being held together with tape. There was a mixture of different packing in which
didnt protect anything. I opened the box to find everything rubbing together. All three parts of the
hitch were gouged and scratched through the powder coating, stickers were shredded, and the
instructions were torn. I promptly returned item which they received three days ago and am still
waiting for my refund.You know right away if it is where it should be. I chose this product because
the jaws surround the ball rather than a bar that comes out across the ball. My old hitch had that
and after many miles of pulling, the bar was wearing on the ball. Could have been a disaster waiting
to happen.

This hitch was reasonably priced, fit my old rails perfectly and holds onto my huge investment of a
trailer and truck very securely. I would recommend this hitch to anyone with a 5th wheel and truck
they love.The quality of the hitch is very good. I would highly recommend this hitch!Sorry, we failed
to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Price
Match Guarantee. NoHassle ReturnsPrice Match Guarantee. NoHassle ReturnsPrice Match
Guarantee. NoHassle ReturnsPrice Match Guarantee. NoHassle ReturnsA 20,000pound towing
capacity and 5,000 pound pin weight make this 5th wheel hitch ready for anything. Plus, its secure,
reliable, and easy to couple. The Curt Q20 Hitch features a spherical axial bearing for smooth and
quiet towing, and its lockable to provide extra security for your trailer. The hitch meets or exceeds
industry standards for 5th wheel hitches, making the Q20 a model you can trust. Plus, your Curt Q20
5th Wheel Trailer Hitch is backed with a 10Year Warranty.
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